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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Previous works on Confederate brigadier general
Harry T. Hays s First Louisiana Brigade -- better known as the Louisiana Tigers -- have tended to
focus on just one day of the Tigers service -- their role in attacking East Cemetery Hill at Gettysburg
on July 2, 1863 -- and have touched only lightly on the brigade s role at the Second Battle of
Winchester, an important prelude to Gettysburg. In this commanding study, Scott L. Mingus, Sr.,
offers the first significant detailed exploration of the Louisiana Tigers during the entirety of the 1863
Gettysburg Campaign. Mingus begins by providing a sweeping history of the Louisiana Tigers; their
predecessors, Wheat s Tigers; the organizational structure and leadership of the brigade in 1863;
and the personnel that made up its ranks. Covering the Tigers movements and battle actions in
depth, he then turns to the brigade s march into the Shenandoah Valley and the Tigers key role in
defeating the Federal army at the Second Battle of Winchester. Combining soldiers reminiscences
with contemporary civilian accounts, Mingus breaks new ground...
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Basically no words to describe. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom I am just pleased to let you know that this is actually the greatest publication i have
read within my individual lifestyle and may be he best publication for at any time.
-- Pr of . Ron Ga ylor d II--  Pr of . Ron Ga ylor d II

A very great ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It can be packed with wisdom and knowledge I found out this book from my dad and i encouraged this
publication to learn.
-- Elena  McLa ug hlin-- Elena  McLa ug hlin
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